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SILICONE MASTER - SILICONE FINISHING SET (9-PIECE)

€17,00 (excl. VAT)

Making a silicone joint with a perfect finish is not always easy. Just think: behind or along a stove, tap,
side of a window… But that's where Silicone Master® distinguishes itself from other products. Many
professional users notice that applying the silicone seal with Silicone Master® ensures a smoother and
100% perfect end result.

9 different finishing profiles. Supplied with handy storage box.

 

SKU: SM-SILICON
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Making a silicone joint with a perfect finish is not always easy. Just think: behind or along a stove, tap, side of a
window… But that's where Silicone Master® distinguishes itself from other products. Many professional users
notice that finishing the silicone seal with Silicone Master® ensures a smoother and 100% perfect end
result. But even users who have never worked with silicone before can now obtain a perfect finish thanks to
Silicone Master®. Thanks to its 9 different profiles, you can choose the finish to your liking, while the ergonomic
handle ensures that you can effortlessly apply a perfect silicone seal even in hard-to-reach places. After
research in its own laboratories, Silicone Master® has found the right formula for manufacturing the Ultra TPV
profiles. This correct hardness and elasticity ensures that you always get the exact same finishing profile, even
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when less or more pressure is applied to the ergonomic handle and even when you stop in the middle of the
work and then pick it up again.

Silicone Master® comes standard with a handy storage box for the 9 different profiles.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Perfect finish
Ergonomic design

Including storage box
9 different finishing profiles
Even in hard-to-reach places

Without getting your hands dirty

DESCRIPTION

Making a silicone joint with a perfect finish is not always easy. Just think: behind or along a stove, tap, side of a
window… But that's where Silicone Master® distinguishes itself from other products. Many professional users
notice that finishing the silicone seal with Silicone Master® ensures a smoother and 100% perfect end
result. But even users who have never worked with silicone before can now obtain a perfect finish thanks to
Silicone Master®. Thanks to its 9 different profiles, you can choose the finish to your liking, while the ergonomic
handle ensures that you can effortlessly apply a perfect silicone seal even in hard-to-reach places. After
research in its own laboratories, Silicone Master® has found the right formula for manufacturing the Ultra TPV
profiles. This correct hardness and elasticity ensures that you always get the exact same finishing profile, even
when less or more pressure is applied to the ergonomic handle and even when you stop in the middle of the
work and then pick it up again.

Silicone Master® comes standard with a handy storage box for the 9 different profiles.

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
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Weight 0,2 kg


